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Abstrat: Average onsensus is an iterative protool where nodes in a network, eah having an

initial salar value alled estimate, perform a distributed algorithm to alulate the average of all

estimates presented in the network by using only loal ommuniation. With every iteration, nodes

reeive the estimates from their neighbors, and they update their own estimate by the weighted

average of the reeived ones. While the average onsensus protool onverges asymptotially to

onsensus, implementing a termination algorithm is hallenging when nodes are not aware of some

global information (e.g. the diameter of the network or the number of nodes presented). In this

report, we are interested in dereasing the rate of the messages sent in the network as the estimates

are loser to onsensus. We propose a totally distributed algorithm for average onsensus where

nodes send more messages when the nodes have large di�erenes in their estimates, and redue their

rate of sending messages when the onsensus is almost reahed. The onvergene of the system

is guaranteed to be within a prede�ned margin ǫ from the true average and the ommuniation

overhead is largely redued.
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La Rédution de Charge de Communiation pour le

Consensus de Moyenne

Résumé : Le onsensus de moyenne est un protoole itératif où les n÷uds d'un réseau,

ayant haun une estimation initiale, exéutent un algorithme distribué pour aluler la moyenne

de es estimations en utilisant uniquement les ommuniation loales. A haque itération, les

n÷uds éhangent leurs estimations ave leurs voisins. Ces estimations seront remplaées par la

moyenne pondérée de elles reçues. La onvergene du onsensus de moyenne est asymptotique

et la mise en ÷uvre d'un protoole de terminaison est di�ile lorsque les n÷uds ne onnaissent

pas l'estimation global (par exemple, le diamètre du réseau ou le nombre de n÷uds). Dans

e rapport, nous intéressons à la rédution du taux de messages envoyés dans le réseau quand

les estimations deviennent prohe du onsensus. Nous présentons un algorithme de onsensus

de moyenne totalement distribué, où les n÷uds envoient plus de messages lorsque la di�érene

entre leurs estimations est grande et moins de messages lorsque le système est à peu près on-

vergeant. La onvergene du système est garantie d'être prohe de la vraie moyenne et le oût

des ommuniations est fortement réduit.

Mots-lés : onsensus de moyenne, rédution de l'énergie, protoole de terminaison, algorithme

distribué
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1 Introdution

Average onsensus protools are used to �nd the average aross initial measurements presented

at nodes in a network in a distributed manner having no entral entity to ontrol and monitor

the network. This problem is gaining interest nowadays due to its wide domain of appliations

as in ooperative robot motions [1℄, resoure alloation [2℄, and environmental monitoring [3℄,

in addition to the existene of large networks suh as wireless sensor networks for whih suh

onsensus algorithms are neessary [4℄. Under this deentralized approah, nodes selet a weight

for the estimate of every neighbor and perform a weighted average of the values in their losed

neighborhood. By onsidering speial onditions on the seleted weights, the protool is guaran-

teed to onverge asymptotially to the average onsensus. After every linear iteration, eah node

must send its new value to its neighbors so that they an use it in the next iteration. For an

extensive literature on average onsensus protool and its appliations, hek the surveys [5, 6℄

and the referenes therein.

To speed up the onvergene, some approahes have foused on seleting the weights so

that the onvergene beomes faster. Xiao and Boyd in [7℄ have formulated the problem as a

Semi De�nite Program that an be e�iently and globally solved. However, speeding up the

onvergene does not redue the number of messages that are sent in the network even when

using the optimal weights. The reason is that the onvergene is reahed only asymptotially, and

even if nodes' estimates are very lose to the average, nodes keep on performing the averaging

and sending messages to their neighbors.

The report is organized as follows: Setion 2 gives the notation used and a formulation of the

problem. Setion 3 gives the previous work on the termination of the average onsensus protool.

Setion 4 motivates the work by an impossibility result for �nite time termination. Setion 5 gives

the proposed algorithm, its analysis, and the simulations of the algorithm. Setion 6 onludes

the report.

2 Problem Formulation

Consider a network of n nodes that an exhange messages between eah other through om-

muniation links. Every node in this network has a ertain measurement (e.g. pressure or

temperature), and we need eah node to know the average of the initial measurements by follow-

ing a distributed linear iteration approah. The network of nodes an be modelled as a graph

G = (V,E) where V is the set of verties (|V | = n) and E is the set of edges suh the {i, j} ∈ E
if nodes i and j are onneted and an ommuniate (they are neighbors). Let also Ni be the

neighborhood set of node i. Let xi(0) ∈ R be the initial value at node i. We are interested

in omputing the average xave = (1/n)
∑n

i=1 xi(0), in a deentralized manner with nodes only

ommuniating with their neighbors. Our network model will be the averaging done on a �xed

network with a synhronization lok. When the lok tiks, all nodes in the system perform the

iteration of the averaging protool at the same time (this is the synhronous update assumption).

At iteration k + 1, node i updates its state value xi:

xi(k + 1) = wiixi(k) +
∑

j∈Ni

wijxj(k) (1)

where wij is the weight seleted by node i for the value sent by its neighbor j and wii is the

weight seleted by node i for it own value. The matrix form equation is:

x(k + 1) = Wx(k) (2)

RR n° 8025



4 M.El Chamie & G.Neglia & K.Avrahenkov

where x(k) is the state vetor of the system and W is the weight matrix.

Under some onditions on the weight matrix W given in [8℄, the system is guaranteed to

onverge to the average. In this report, we onsider W to be a doubly stohasti matrix that

satis�es these onditions and is onstruted loally, some methods for onstruting the weight

W using only loal information an be found is [9℄. Let 1 be the vetor having the value 1 in

every entry, the onvergene of the average onsensus given above is in general asymptoti:

lim
k→∞

x(k) = xave1. (3)

The averaging works as follows: after seleting the weights for their neighbors, a linear iteration

phase starts. Eah node alulates its new value depending on the weights and the neighbors'

values, and then it broadasts the new value to all its neighbors before the global lok tiks for

the next iteration. Sine the limit in (3) is typially reahed at in�nity, the nodes will be always

busy sending messages. Let M(k) be the number of nodes transmitting at iteration k, so without

a termination protool all nodes are transmitting at iteration k, M(k) = M = n, independent
from the onvergene of estimates. So how an nodes know that they are lose enough to the

average and thus stop sending messages to their neighbors and save bandwidth and energy? We

propose in this report an algorithm that redues ommuniation overhead aused by sending

messages at every iteration.

3 Related Work

Some work onsiders protools for average onsensus protool to terminate in �nite time. One

approah is that estimates of nodes performing suh a protool reahes the exat average, as

in [10℄, their solution is based on the onept of the minimal polynomial of the matrix W ,

where they showed that a node using oe�ients of this polynomial an use its estimate over K
suessive iterations to alulate the average, but nodes must also have high memory apabilities

to store the n × n matrix, and high proessing apabilities to solve the n linearly independent

equations to �nd the oe�ients of the minimal polynomial. Another approah for �nite time

termination, is given in [11℄, but instead of exat average, guaranteed to be within a prede�ned

threshold from the average. This approah runs three onsensus protools at the same time: the

maximum and the minimum onsensus restarted every U iterations where U is an upper bound

of the diameter of the network, and average onsensus. The di�erene between the maximum

and minimum onsensus provides a stopping riteria for nodes.

In a di�erent time setting for average onsensus, using the asynhronous randomized gossip-

ing, the authors in [12℄ proposed an algorithm that leads to the termination of average onsensus

in �nite time with high probability. In their approah, eah node has a ounter ci that ounts

how many times the di�erene between the new estimate and the old one was less than a ertain

threshold τ , when the ounter reahes a ertain value, say C, the node will stop initiating the

algorithm. They proved that by a orret hoie of C and τ (depending on some parameters

as the maximum degree in the network, the number of nodes, and the number of edges) the

termination is with high probability.

However, a major drawbak of these algorithms (without taking into onsideration the mem-

ory apabilities they assumed nodes to have or the robustness of the system) the assumption of

knowledge of some global variables at eah nodes whih violates the deentralized senario of

average onsensus. Designing a deentralized algorithm for average onsensus that terminates in

�nite time without using any global estimate (as the diameter of the network or the number of

nodes) in the algorithm is still an open problem.

Inria
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Figure 1: Line graph G with 3 nodes.

4 Motivation

We address the problem of termination of average onsensus in this report. We will start by an

impossibility result for termination of the average onsensus protool in �nite time without using

of a global estimate (mainly an upper bound on the diameter) and by only using the history

estimates of the node.

Theorem 1. In the average onsensus protool on a �xed graph (no link failure), where nodes

perform synhronous iterations as in (1) to onverge to the average of initial estimates, it is

impossible to reate a deterministi distributed algorithm that terminates in �nite time to give

the average of initial estimates or any bounded approximate of the average using only the history

of the node's estimate.

Proof. Consider a line graph G of three nodes, a,b, and c as in Fig. 1, where the weight matrix

is real doubly stohasti matrix that satis�es the onvergene onditions (as a result we an

assume waa, wcc > 0). Suppose there exists a termination algorithm for average onsensus that

terminates in �nite time, then applying this algorithm on this graph implies that their exists

an iteration K > 0 and ǫ > 0 where node a deides to terminate and this algorithm uses

only the history of estimates of node a: xa(0), xa(1), xa(2), ..., xa(K), to deide to stop and

|xa(K) − xave| < ǫ, where xave = α = xa(0)+xb(0)+xc(0)
3 . We will de�ne the extended mirror

graph of G to be a line graph of 6 nodes a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, and c2, formed by two idential graphs

as G but adding a {c1, c2} edge. The initial estimates are the same for all nodes (e.g. for node

a we have xa1
(0) = xa2

(0) = xa(0)), weight matrix is also the same exept for c1 and c2, where

wc1c1
= wc2c2

= wc1c2
= wcc

2 (see Fig. 2). Notie that on the new generated graph and the

old one, xa1
(k) = xa(k) ∀k ≤ K, so node a1 on the new graph will deide to terminate after

exatly K iterations. Notie now that we an ontinue doing this proedure of graph mirror

extension till we have a line graph where n > K, all this graph H. a1 in graph H still have

the same estimates during the iterations k ≤ K, so it will always terminate after K iterations.

However, if we add a new node to H at the end of the line, having an estimate β >> nα, the
e�et would only reah a1 after a number of iterations k > K. Therefore, on this graph (the

graph where we added one node at the end of the line graph H), the node a1 will terminate with

|xa1
(K) − α| < ǫ, but it is not possible to guarantee it is lose to the average beause the new

average now is xave = α + β−α
n

>> xa1
(K).

The above proof an be extended to inlude any graph G, not just line graphs, by using the

same tehnique of generating the extended mirrors graphs of G to show that we annot simply

apply the termination protool on any kind of networks not just the line graph.

The term termination in this deentralized senario must refer to the messages sent by the

nodes in the network but not to the exeution of the algorithm at the level of nodes. The

algorithms to use must allow nodes to refrain from sending their estimate as messages in some

iterations and send it in another. The termination ours when the number of messages sent

in the network disappears, even if the nodes are still running the algorithm internally, but no

RR n° 8025



6 M.El Chamie & G.Neglia & K.Avrahenkov

Figure 2: Extended mirror graph of G with 6 nodes.

more messages are sent in the network. In a less restritive objetive, we an also de�ne the

asymptoti termination when the rate of sending messages in the network is vanishing, i.e.:

lim
t→∞

∑t
k=1 M(k)

t
= 0. (4)

In other words, the rate of messages in the network must give us an idea about the onvergene of

nodes, so if we monitor the network for an interval of iterations and saw that not many messages

are generated, we should be able to onlude that the nodes are almost onverged to the true

average or to an approximate whih is bounded by a threshold from the true average.

5 Our Approah

5.1 Centralized Termination

5.1.1 Introdution

Even if the nodes will not terminate in �nite time, we are interested in dereasing the rate of

the messages sent in the network in suh a way to be related to the amount of improvement we

are gaining in terms of the onsensus. For example, if the nodes have wide range of di�erene

in their estimates, sending messages an be e�ient to derease the error in the network and

reah onsensus. However, when the nodes are almost onverged, sending a lot of messages

will not be e�ient, as the improvement is just a user perspetive. So from an engineering

perspetive, our network must send more messages when the nodes have large di�erenes in

their estimates, and less messages when the system is almost onverging. This subsetion on

entralized termination just provides basis and intuition for the more pratial deentralized

termination algorithm proposed in this report.

5.1.2 Overview

In this setion, we disuss a simple entralized algorithm for termination of average onsensus

protools. We all it a entralized protool sine in this protool, eah node an send a broadast

signal to the network to perform an iteration. At any iteration, if any of the nodes in the network

sent this signal, all the nodes will respond by sending the new estimates to their neighbors

aording to the averaging equation:

x(t + 1) = Wx(t), (5)

Inria



Reduing Communiation Overhead for Average Consensus 7

where t is the time when a broadast signal is sent in the network. On the ontrary, we see that

if no signal is sent, the nodes will preserve the same estimate:

x(t + 1) = x(t), (6)

where t is the iteration where no broadast message was sent. In the following, we will give a

simple algorithm where the frequeny of sending a broadast signal will be dereasing (onverging

to zero i.e. no node in a network will be sending suh a message), so the messages for averaging

will also be sent less often as nodes onverges to the average. This algorithm is an intuition to

how the deentralized termination protool works.

5.1.3 Analysis and Convergene

Let us de�ne formally the method. Let e(t) be an inreasing salar visible by all the nodes in

the network suh that e(0) = 0 and 0 ≤ e(t) < ǫ(t), where ǫ(t) is a boundary threshold whih

is also an inreasing salar suh that ǫ(0) = ǫ = constant. Let W be the weight matrix of the

network satisfying onvergene onditions of average onsensus and x(t) be the state vetor of

the system at iteration t. We de�ne a logial expression Lt as a Boolean variable (either true or

false) de�ned at every iteration t of the following expression:

Lt : e(t − 1) + ||Wx(t − 1) − x(t − 1)||∞ < ǫ(t − 1), (7)

with L0 = False. Aording to this ondition, ations are taken in iteration t. If this ondition
was false, a broadast signal is sent in the network and all nodes will perform an iteration; we

have x(t−1) hanges, ǫ(t−1) also is inreased by a value of ǫ/m2, where m is a ounter indiating

how many times the value of ǫ has inremented in the past, but the other salar e(t − 1) is kept
the same. On the ontrary, if Lt is true, then there is no signal in the network, and the nodes

keep the same estimate as the previous iteration, the boundary threshold is also kept the same,

but e(t − 1) is inreased by y(t − 1) = ||Wx(t − 1) − x(t − 1)||∞. In partiular, the hanges to

the network variables due to Lt are given in the following equation:

e(t) =

{

e(t − 1) + y(t − 1) if Lt = True,

e(t − 1) if Lt = False,
(8)

x(t) =

{

x(t − 1) if Lt = True,

Wx(t − 1) if Lt = False,
(9)

ǫ(t) =

{

ǫ(t − 1) if Lt = True,

ǫ(t − 1) + ǫ/k2 if Lt = False,
(10)

where k is a ounter indiating how many times the value of ǫ(t) has inremented in the past.

When Lt is true, we all t a silent iteration beause the nodes have the same estimate as the

previous iteration (i.e. xi(t) = xi(t − 1)) and there is no need to exhange messages of these

estimates in the network. On the other hand, when Lt is false, we all t as a busy iteration

beause nodes will perform an averaging (i.e. x(t) = Wx(t − 1)) and the estimates must be

exhanged in the network. Let us de�ne T as the set of busy period:

T = {t | Lt = False}. (11)

RR n° 8025



8 M.El Chamie & G.Neglia & K.Avrahenkov

Let tk where k = 1, 2, ... be the inreasing sequene of the elements of the set T . Let αk be the

number of silent iterations between tk and tk+1. We an see that tk+1 = αk + tk +1. We say that

the algorithm is terminating asymptotially if the silent period is diverging, i.e. we have that:

lim
t→∞

αk = ∞. (12)

First, it is not di�ult to see that if t → ∞, then k → ∞ too, beause an upper bound on k
implies an upper bound on t. Therefore, it is su�ient to prove that limk→∞ αk = ∞.

Let z(k) = Wx(tk) − x(tk), we an see that aording to this algorithm,

αk = ⌊
ǫ(tk) − e(tk)

||z(k)||∞
⌋

≥
ǫ(tk − 1) + ǫ/k2 − e(tk − 1)

||z(k)||∞
− 1

≥
ǫ

k2||z(k)||2
− 1. (13)

Moreover, z(k) evolve aording to the following equation:

z(k) = (W − G)z(k − 1) = (W − G)k
z(0), (14)

where G = 1/n11
T . Finally,

||z(k)||2 ≤ Cρk(W − G), (15)

where C = ||z(0)|| and ρ(W −G) is the spetral radius of the matrix W −G, so 0 < ρ < 1 sine

W satis�es the ondition of a onverging matrix (see [8℄). Putting everything together, we get

�nally that:

αk ≥
ǫ

Ck2ρk
− 1, (16)

and hene αk → ∞ as k → ∞. Consequently, the rate of messages sent in the network is

vanishing, namely

lim
t→∞

∑t
i=1 M(i)

t
= lim

t→∞

Mk

t
= lim

t→∞

Mk

k +
∑k−1

i=1 αi

= 0. (17)

5.2 Deentralized Environment

5.2.1 Introdution

In a deentralized algorithm, eah node works independently, the nodes only agree on synhronous

time steps to do the iteration. The silent period on a node is just loal, so a node an be silent,

while its neighbor is not. In this senario, we see that within an iteration, some nodes will be

transmitting and others will be silent. This an ause instability in the network beause the

average with every iteration is not now onserved, and the salar e(k) de�ned in the previous

subsetion is now a vetor e(k) where ei(k) is loal to every node. To onserve the average in the

deentralized setting, this salar must take part in the state equation as we will show in what

follows.

Inria



Reduing Communiation Overhead for Average Consensus 9

5.2.2 System Equation

In our approah, we onsider a more general framework for average onsensus where we study

the onvergene of the following equation:

x(k + 1) + e(k + 1) = Wx(k) + e(k). (18)

Some work have studied, the following equation as a perturbed average onsensus and onsidered

e(k) to be zero mean noise with vanishing variane (see [13, 14℄). However, in our model, we

onsider e as a deterministi part of the state of the system and not a random variable. We

onsider su�ient onditions for the system to onverge, and we use these onditions to give an

algorithm that an redue the number of messages sent in the network.

In the standard onsensus algorithms, the state of the system is de�ned by the state vetor

x, but in the modi�ed system, the state equation is de�ned by the ouple {x, e}.

Theorem 2. Let e(k + 1) = e(k) − F (k)x(k), and A(k) = W + F (k). Assume the following

onditions on the matrix A(k):

(a) aij(k) ≥ 0 for all i, j, and k, and
∑n

j=1 aij(k) = 1 for all i and k.

(b) Lower bound on positive oe�ients: there exists some α > 0 suh that if aij(k) > 0, then
aij(k) ≥ α, for all i, j, and k.

() Positive diagonal oe�ients: aii(k) ≥ α, for all i, k.

(d) Cut-balane: for any i with aij(k) > 0, we have j with aji(k) > 0.

(e) limk→∞ x(k) = x
⋆ ⇒ limk→∞ F (k)x(k) = 0.

Then limk→∞ x(k) = x′
ave1, where we have that x′

ave ∈ [minj xj(0),maxj xj(0)] if furthermore

we have e(0) = 0 and ei(k) < ǫ, then |xave − x′
ave| < ǫ.

Proof. Let us �rst prove that x(k) onverges. By substituting the equation of e(k + 1) in (18),

we obtain:

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k), (19)

where A(k) = W + F (k). From the onditions (a),(b),(), and (d) on A(k), we have from [15℄

that x onverges, i.e. limk→∞ x(k) = x
⋆. Sine the system is onverging, then from equation

(18), we an see that:

x
⋆ + lim

k→∞
(e(k + 1) − e(k)) = Wx

⋆,

so,

x
⋆ = Wx

⋆. (20)

Therefore, x
⋆ is an eigenvetor orresponding to the highest eigenvalue (λ1 = 1) of W . So we

an onlude that x
⋆ = x′

ave1 where x′
ave is a salar (Perron-Frobenius theorem).

The ondition 1
T W = 1

T on the matrix W in equation (2) leads to the preservation of the

average in the network, 1
T
x(k) = nxave ∀k. This ondition is not neessary satis�ed by A(k),

so let us prove now that the system preserves the average xave:

1
⊤(x(k + 1) + e(k + 1)) = 1

⊤(Wx(k) + e(k)) (21)

= 1
⊤(x(k) + e(k)). (22)

The last equality omes from the fat that W is sum preserving sine 1
⊤W = 1

⊤.

RR n° 8025



10 M.El Chamie & G.Neglia & K.Avrahenkov

Finally by a simple reursion we have that 1
⊤(x(k) + e(k)) = 1

⊤
x(0) = nxave, and the

average is onserved. Moreover, sine |ei(k)| ≤ ǫ ∀k, so we have:

|(1/n)1⊤
x(k) − xave| ≤ ǫ ∀k. (23)

But we just proved that limk→∞ x(k) = x′
ave1, so this onsensus is within ǫ from the desired

xave:

|x′
ave − xave| ≤ ǫ. (24)

This ends the proof.

5.3 Message Reduing Algorithm

We try to solve the termination problem through a fully deentralized approah. We onsider

large-sale networks where nodes have limited resoures (in terms of power, proessing, and

memory), do not use any global estimate (e.g. diameter of the network or number of nodes),

keep only one iteration history, and an only ommuniate with their neighbors. Our main goal is

that the number of messages in the network is a�eted by how lose the nodes are to onsensus.

Namely, the loser they are to onsensus, the less nodes transmit messages at eah iteration.

The algorithm must guarantee that the system reahes a onsensus within a ertain prede�ned

margin from the average.

The main idea is that a node, say i for example, will ompare its new alulated value with

the old one. Aording to the hange in the estimate, i will deide either to broadast its new

value or not to do so. We divide an iteration into two parts, in the �rst part of the iteration,

only nodes with signi�ant hange in their estimates are allowed to send messages. However, in

the seond part of the iteration, only nodes polled by their neighbors from phase 1 are allowed

to send an update. As a node approahes the onsensus, the hange in its estimate beomes

smaller, and more nodes will stop sending messages during an iteration of the algorithm, and

the messages in the system will disappear asymptotially. During the silent period of eah node,

it aumulates an error aused by the absene of its messages. When the silent node transmits

again, it an always redue the aumulated error by redistributing it in the network and thus

saving messages while preserving the average.

Before starting the linear iterative equation, nodes will selet weights as in the standard

onsensus algorithm. The weight matrix onsidered here must be doubly stohasti with 0 <
α < wii < 1 − α < 1 for some onstant α. Eah node i in the network keeps two state values at

iteration k:

� xi(k): the estimate of node i used in the iterative equations by the other nodes.

� ei(k): a real value that monitors the shift from the average due to the iterations where

node i did not send a message to its neighbors. It is initially set to zero, ei(0) = 0.

Eah node also keeps its own boundary threshold ǫi(k) where ǫi(1) = ǫ
2 = constant ∀i. Note

that this epsilon is inreased after every transmission as in the entralized ase, but the di�erene

here is that it is loal to every node.

Eah iteration is divided into two phases:

In the �rst phase, a node i an be in one of the two following states:

� Transmit : The set of nodes orresponding to this state is Tk, where the subindex k orre-

sponds to the fat that the set an hange with every iteration k. The nodes in Tk send

their new alulated estimate to their neighbors. They also poll the nodes having maximum

and minimum estimates in their neighborhood to transmit in phase 2.

Inria
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Algorithm 1 Termination Algorithm -node i- Phase 1

1: {xi(k), ei(k)} are the state values of node i at iteration k, 0 < α < wii < 1 − α < 1,
counteri = 1 is the ounter for the number of transmissions so far. ǫi(1) = ǫ/2 ∈ R, Tk is set

of Transmit state. Wk set orresponding to Wait state. Initially we have Tk = Wk = ∅.

Every node i follows the following algorithm at iteration k.
2: yi(k + 1) ← wiixi(k) +

∑

j∈Ni
wijxj(k)

3: di ← yi(k + 1) − xi(k) + ei(k)
4: if |di| < ǫi(counteri) then
5: i hanges to a Wait state. \ \ i ∈ Wk

6: else

7: counteri = counteri + 1
8: ǫi(counteri) = ǫi(counteri − 1) + ǫi(1)/counter2

i

9: ci ←
α

(1−wii)

(

yi(k + 1) − xi(k)
)

10: if |ci| ≤ |ei(k)| then
11: xi(k + 1) ← yi(k + 1) + sign(ci.ei(k))ci

12: ei(k + 1) ← ei(k) − sign(ci.ei(k))ci

13: else

14: xi(k + 1) ← yi(k + 1) + ei(k)
15: ei(k + 1) ← 0
16: end if

17: i hanges to a Transmit state. \ \ i ∈ Tk

18: Notify the neighbors having maximum and minimum values.

19: end if

20: Go to Phase 2

� Wait : The set of nodes orresponding to this state is Wk. The node's deision will be taken

in the seond phase of the iteration based on the ation of nodes in the Transmit state

(depending if they were polled by any of their neighbors).

In the seond part of the iteration, nodes that are in Wk will be lassi�ed as follows:

� Silent : The set of nodes orresponding to this state is Sk. These are the nodes that will

remain silent with no message sent from their part in the network. The nodes in Sk have

that non of their neighbors sending them any poll message.

� Cut-Balane: The set of nodes orresponding to this state is Bk. They are alled Cut −
Balance beause they insure the ut-balane ondition (d) of theorem 2. They are the

nodes in Wk that have been polled by at least one neighbor in Tk .

The two phases of the termination protool implemented at eah node are desribed by

pseudoode in Algorithm 1 and 2. Nodes in the Tk set (the set of nodes that are in a Transmit
state) will broadast their estimate to their neighbors at the end of the �rst phase, while nodes in

Wk set (or Wait state) will postpone their deision to send or not till the next phase. Nodes that

do not reeive a message from their neighbors at a ertain iteration, uses the last seen estimate

from the spei�ed neighbors (note: absene of messages from a neighbor during an iteration does

not mean the failure of link, it means that the neighbor is broadasting the same old estimate

as before, so we may di�erentiate the link failure by a �keep alive� message sent frequently to

maintain onnetivity and set of neighbors). The input for the algorithm are the estimates of

the neighbor of i, the weights seleted for these neighbors, and the state values {xi(k), ei(k)}.
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Algorithm 2 Termination Algorithm - Phase 2

1: {xi(k), ei(k)} are the state values of node i at iteration k.
2: for all nodes i having Wait state do

3: yi(k + 1) ← wiixi(k) +
∑

j∈Ni
wijxj(k)

4: if i reeived a poll message from any neighbor then

5: zi(k + 1) ← (wii +
∑

j∈Ni∩Wk
wij)xi(k) +

∑

j∈Ni∩Tk
wijxj(k)

6: xi(k + 1) ← zi(k + 1)
7: ei(k + 1) ← yi(k + 1) − zi(k + 1) + ei(k)
8: i hanges to a Cut − Balance state. \ \ i ∈ Bk

9: else

10: xi(k + 1) ← xi(k)
11: ei(k + 1) ← yi(k + 1) − xi(k) + ei(k)
12: i hanges to a Silent state. \ \ i ∈ Sk

13: end if

14: end for

15: k + 1 ← k

The output of the �rst phase is the new state values {xi(k + 1), ei(k + 1)} for nodes in Tk and

the output of the seond phase is the new state values {xi(k + 1), ei(k + 1)} for nodes in Wk.

Let us go through the lines of the algorithm. In phase 1, yi(k + 1) of line 2 is the weighted

average of the estimates reeived by node i; without the termination protool this value would

be sent to all its neighbors. The protool evaluates how muh yi(k + 1) di�ers from the state

value xi(k). This di�erene aumulates in di in line 3. If this shift is less than a given threshold

ǫi, the node will wait for next phase to take deision. If the ondition in line 4 is not satis�ed,

that means the node will send a new value to its neighbors. Lines 7 − 8 onerns the extending

of the boundary threshold ǫi(k) after every transmission. Note that by this extension method,

we have ǫi(k) < ǫ ∀i, k sine

lim
k→∞

ǫi(k) = ǫi(1)(

∞
∑

i=1

1/k2)

< ǫi(1) × 2

= ǫ. (25)

We introdue in line 9 a new salar ci used for deiding whih portion of ei(k) the node will send
in the network. In lines 11− 12 and 14− 15, the algorithm satis�es the equation (18). Then the

new state value xi(k + 1) is sent to the neighbors and ei(k + 1) is updated aordingly. In Phase

2 of the algorithm (Algorithm 2), nodes initially in the wait state will deide either to send a

ut-balane massage or to remain silent, the ut balane messages are sent when a node reeives

a poll message from any of its neighbors.

5.4 Convergene study

The onvergene of the previous algorithm is mainly due to the fat that the proposed algorithm

satis�es the onditions of onvergene given in 5.2.2. In fat, the algorithm is designed to satisfy

all these onditions that guarantee onvergene. Starting with the state equation, we an notie

from the algorithm 1 given that whatever the ondition the nodes fae, it is always true that the

sum of the new generated state values {xi(k + 1), ei(k + 1)} is as follows:

xi(k + 1) + ei(k + 1) = yi(k + 1) + ei(k),
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where yi(k +1) = wiixi(k)+
∑

j∈Ni
wijxj(k). As a result the system equation is the one studied

in setion 5.2.2 (equation (18)).

Before going through the di�erent onditions in the theorem 2, we should also show that

e(k + 1) = e(k) − F (k)x(k) for some matrix F (k) suh that F (k)1 = 0. Aording to the

algorithm we an write,

ei(k + 1) = ei(k) − vi(k), (26)

where vi(k) di�ers aording to the state of the node i, but it only depends on the estimate of

node i and its neighbors:

vi(k) =























± α
(1−wii)

(

yi(k + 1) − xi(k)
)

if i ∈ Tk − (1),

± αγ
(1−wii)

(

yi(k + 1) − xi(k)
)

if i ∈ Tk − (2),

xi(k) − yi(k + 1) if i ∈ Sk,

zi(k + 1) − yi(k + 1) if i ∈ Bk,

(27)

where Tk − (1) is the set of nodes subset in Tk where |ci| ≤ |ei(k)|, and Tk − (2) set of nodes

where |ci| > |ei(k)|. In the latter ase, ei(k + 1) = 0, but we an always �nd γ < 1 suh that

ei(k + 1) = ei(k) − γ(sign(ci.ei(k)ci) = 0 where ci = α
(1−wii)

(yi(k + 1) − xi(k)). yi(k + 1) and

zi(k + 1) are as indiated in the algorithm and are a linear ombination of the elements of x(k).
From the equation of vi(k), we an also see that it is a linear ombination of the elements of

x(k), suh that the oe�ients sum to 0. A row i in F (k) will be the oe�ients of the estimates

x(k) in vi(k), so F (k)1 = 0.

Now we an study the onditions mentioned in the theorem 2 on the matrix A(k) = W +F (k).

Lemma 1. A(k) is a stohasti matrix that satis�es onditions (a),(b),and () of Theorem 2.

Proof. First, we an see that A(k)1 = 1 sine W1 = 1 and F (k)1 = 0. It remains to prove that

all entries in the matrix A(k) are non negative.

We will prove this by onsidering eah row i of A(k) aording to the ation taken by node

i. We an distinguish four ases:

1. Node i ∈ Tk - ondition 1: |ci| ≤ |ei(k)|
aii = wii −

α
1−wii

× (1 − wii) = wii − α > 0 sine wii > α
and aij = wij + α

1−wii
× wij ≥ wij > 0 ∀j ∈ Ni.

or

aii = wii + α
1−wii

× (1 − wii) > α sine wii > α
and aij = wij −

α
1−wii

× wij > 0 ∀j ∈ Ni sine α < wii < 1 − α.

2. Node i ∈ Tk - ondition 2: |ci| > |ei(k)|
sine |ci| > |ei(k)|, we an always �nd positive γ < 1, suh that

aii = wii −
γα

1−wii
× (1 − wii) = wii − γα > 0 sine wii > α

and aij = wij + γα
1−wii

× wij ≥ wij > 0 ∀j ∈ Ni.

or

aii = wii + γα
(1−wii)

× (1 − wii) > α sine wii > α

and aij = wij −
γα

1−wii
× wij > (1 − α

α
)wij > 0 ∀j ∈ Ni.

3. Node i ∈ Sk:

then aii = wii + (1 − wii) = 1
and aij = 0 ∀j 6= i.
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14 M.El Chamie & G.Neglia & K.Avrahenkov

4. Node i ∈ Bk:

then aii ≥ wii > 0
and aij ∈ {wij , 0} ∀j 6= i.

Therefore, A(k) is stohasti at every iteration k.

De�nition 1. Two matries, A and B, are said to be equivalent with respet to a vetor v if and

only if Av = Bv.

Notie that A(k) satis�es onditions (a),(b), and () of Theorem 2, but possibly not the ut

balane ondition (d) beause for a node i ∈ Tk that transmits, aij(k) > 0 ∀ j ∈ Ni, but it an

be that ∃j ∈ Ni suh that aji = 0 if j was silent at that iteration (j ∈ Sk). However, the next

theorem shows that there is a matrix B(k) equivalent to A(k) with respet to x(k) that satis�es
all the onditions.

Lemma 2. For all k, there exists a matrix B(k) equivalent to A(k) with respet to x(k) suh

that B(k) satis�es the onditions (a),(b),(), and (d) of Theorem 2.

Proof. Let m(k) = argminj∈Ni
xj(k) and M(k) = argmaxj∈Ni

xj(k), we will proof the existene
of B(k) by modifying A(k) in suh a way to preserve the properties (a) to () and to add the new

property (d). For simpliity of notation we will drop k from the variables sine this is true for

every k. Note �rst that the ondition (d) is not satis�ed in A only for the rows where i belongs
to Tk, let ai denote the row i of A and bi denote the row i of B. Sine any node i in Tk must

poll the nodes m and M to transmit in Phase 2, then we are sure that the olumn i has at least
three non zero elements (aii, ami, and aMi). Let Ci = {j | aji > 0 , i 6= j}, so we are sure that

Ci ontains at least two elements m and M . The ut balane ondition requires that the row of

i must only have positive values at the index where the olumn is positive. We an write that

aix(k) = aiixi(k) +
∑

j∈Ni

aijxj(k)

= aiixi(k) +
∑

j∈Ci

aijxj(k) +
∑

j∈Ni−Ci

aijxj(k)

= aiixi(k) +
∑

j∈Ci

aijxj(k) + hxM (k) + fxm(k), (28)

where h =
P

j∈Ni−Ci
aij(xj−xm)

xM−xm
, f =

P

j∈Ni−Ci
aij(xM−xj)

xM−xm
. Sine h ≥ 0, f ≥ 0 and f + h =

∑

j∈Ni−Ci
aij , we an de�ne the row vetor bi to be:

bi :=































bij = aij if j = i,

bij = aij + f if j = m,

bij = aij + h if j = M,

bij = aij if j ∈ Ci − m − M,

bij = 0 if j ∈ Ni − Ci.

(29)

Finally, bix(k) = aix(k) and it satis�es the onditions (a) to (), so ∀i ∈ Tk, we replae ai by

bi and we get the new matrix B whih is equivalent to A with respet to x(k).

Lemma 3. The message redution algorithm (Phases 1, 2) satis�es ondition (e) of Theorem 2.
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Proof. We will prove it by ontradition. Suppose limk→∞ x(k) = x
⋆, but limk→∞ F (k)x(k) 6=

0, then there exists a node i suh that limk→∞ xi(k) = x⋆
i and limk→∞ yi(k + 1) = wiix

⋆
i +

∑

j∈Ni
wijx

⋆
j = y⋆

i , but y⋆
i − x⋆

i = δ⋆ > 0. From Algorithm 1, we an see that the node will

enter a transmit state in�nitely often (beause di inreases linearly with δ∗ and it will reah the

threshold ǫi). Then, the node i will update its estimate aording to the equation

xi(k + 1) = yi(k + 1) +
α

1 − wii

(yi(k + 1) − xi(k)).

Letting k → ∞ yields

(1 +
α

1 − wii

)δ⋆ = 0.

Thus, δ⋆ = 0 whih is a ontradition, and the algorithm satis�es ondition (e) of Theorem 2.

The algorithm also provides that |ei(k)| ≤ ǫi(k) ∀k, i and ǫi(k) < ǫ ∀i, k, as in the �rst phase

this ondition is satis�ed by onstrution, and for the seond phase of the iteration, nodes from

Phase 1 an hek for worst ase analysis and they only enter into Wait state if they are sure

that the ondition an be satis�ed in the next phase iteration.

Now we are ready to state the main Theorem in this setion:

Theorem 3. The nodes applying the message reduing algorithm given in pseudoode by Al-

gorithm 1 and 2, have estimates onverging to a onsensus within a margin ǫ from xave, i.e.

limk→∞ x(k) = x′
ave1 and |x′

ave − xave| ≤ ǫ.

Proof. The theorem is due to the fat that the Lemmas given in this subsetion show that the

algorithm satis�es all the onvergene onditions of Theorem 2.

5.5 Asymptoti Termination

We have proved in the previous setion that the algorithm proposed is onverging to a onsensus.

We will use this to show that any node i an inrease the boundary threshold ǫi(k) at ertain

times ks, s = 0, 1, 2, ... (i.e. ǫi(ks) = ǫi(ks−1) + ǫ(0)/s2) suh that the silent period of this node

(αi(s), the onseutive number of iterations that a node i did not send any message) is growing

to in�nity. The system equation we had following our message saving algorithm is as follows:

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k), (30)

where A(k) was a stohasti matrix.

Let us de�ne for a matrix A the proper oe�ient of ergodiity τ(A) to study the onvergene

rate of the system (for more information on proper oe�ients of ergodiity see [16℄),

τ(A) =
1

2
max

i,j

n
∑

s=1

|ais − ajs|. (31)

Let also Up,r be the r-step bakward produt of the matrix A(k):

Up,r = A(p + r)...A(p + 2)A(p + 1). (32)

Theorem 4. Ergodiity of bakwards produts Up,r formed from a given sequene A(k), k ≥ 1,
obtains if and only if there is a stritly inreasing sequene of positive integers {ks}, s = 0, 1, 2, ...
suh that

∞
∑

s=0

{1 − τ(Uks,ks+1−ks
)} = ∞. (33)
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Proof. [16, p.155℄ .

Sine our system is ergodi (onverges) as we proved in previous setion, this theorem implies

that for any positive onstant δ < 1 we have a stritly inreasing sequene of positive integers

{ks}, s = 0, 1, 2, ... suh that

τ(Uks,ks+1−ks
) ≤ δ. (34)

By the inrement of the threshold ǫi(k) at instanes ks, we have that the silent period αi(s)
of a node i is the number of iterations node i is silent after its last inrement at time ks. The

silent period satis�es the following equation:

αi(s) ≥
ǫ

s2
(

Wx(ks) − x(ks)
)

i

, (35)

let α(s) be the minimum aross all loal αi(s), we have:

α(s) ≥
ǫ

s2||Wx(ks) − x(ks)||∞
. (36)

Sine W is a stohasti matrix, then all the values of the vetor Wx(ks) belong to the interval

[mini xi(ks),maxi xi(ks)], so we have,

||Wx(ks) − x(ks)||∞ ≤ max
i,j

|xi(ks) − xj(ks)|, (37)

but from the de�nition of the oe�ient of ergodiity we have that

max
i,j

|xi(ks) − xj(ks)| ≤ τ(Uks−1,ks−ks−1
)×

{max
i,j

|xi(ks−1) − xj(ks−1)|}, (38)

and we an onlude that the silent period is growing exponentially in s:

α(s) ≥
ǫ

Cs2δs
, (39)

where C is just a onstant depends on the initial state vetor x(0).
And the asymptoti termination is obtained:

lim
s→∞

α(s) = ∞. (40)

Even though nodes are not aware of these time ks where they have to inrement the threshold,

with an inrementation ǫi(m) at times m, the system is very robust is the sense that nodes do

not have to be synhronized and errors in wrong time inrementation an also be tolerated and

do not a�et the onvergene as long as m2 = o(δs), where o(.) is the small-oh notation (in the

study of onvergene m was equal to s). In the simulations and as shown in the algorithm 1, we

inremented m ( counteri in the algorithm) whenever a node is going to transmit at phase one,

and the results are satisfatory.

5.6 Simulations

To simulate the asymptoti termination of the algorithm desribed above, we onsidered two

types of graphs with n = 50, the Random Geometri Graphs (RGG) with onnetivity radius

r = 0.234, and the Erdos Renyi (ER) with average degree 4. All the graphs onsidered are
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Figure 3: Normalized error on RGG and ER graphs.
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Figure 4: Messages sent with every iteration.
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Figure 5: Convergene to a onsensus.

onneted. In Fig. 3, we show how the error is dereasing on the two types of the networks, while

on Fig. 4, we show the number of nodes transmitting at a given iteration. Note that the urves

are averaged aross 100 independent runs to have a good on�dene interval.

The simulations on�rm what we have established theoretially. That is, the number of

messages sent when the nodes are lose to onsensus is muh less than when they start. To

measure the distane from the average, we onsidered the normalized error metri de�ned as,

normalized error(k) =
||x(k) − x̄(k)||2
||x(0) − x̄(0)||2

,

where x̄(k) = 1
T
x(k)
n

1. Note that the initial ondition here was giving to eah node a uniformly

random value between 0 and 10. With only 1000 iteration on Erdos Renyi graphs, on average,

less than one node is transmitting in the network. While it takes a bit more iterations for message

to be redued on RGG, this is due to the fat that the speed of onvergene is e�eted by the

struture of the graph and thus it a�ets the silent time of nodes. But we are sure from the

above study that the rate of sending messages is disappearing asymptotially while nodes are

reahing onvergene x′
ave bounded by ǫ from xave as the next �gure shows.

In Fig. 5 the maximum and minimum values in a random geometri graph whih show the

ontration toward a onsensus x′
ave within ǫ from xave. The initial values are samples from i.i.d.

uniform random variable with support [0, 100]. The �gure also shows that x′
ave is very lose to

xave. In the termination algorithm we proposed, xmax(k) and xmin(k) are non-inreasing and

non-dereasing funtions respetively. This is lear from the �gure.

In a dynami ase, we assumed that at ertain iterations some nodes for a ertain reason

hange their estimates to a ompletely di�erent one. In the real life, if nodes where measuring

temperature for example, this hange an be due to the hange in the temperature itself. We

onsidered an Erdos Renyi graph with 50 nodes and average degree 4, as an initial state, nodes

estimate takes a value in the interval [0, 10] uniformly at random. Every 1000 iterations, on

average, 10% of the nodes restart there estimate by a new one in the interval [10, 20] hosen
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Figure 6: Normalized error and number of nodes transmitting on the dynami ER graph, where

every 1000 iterations 10% of the nodes hanges their estimates.
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uniformly at random. This hange would lead of ourse to the instability of the protool, but

we show in the simulations, that the algorithm we use is able to ope with this hange and the

system is automatially adapting to this dynami behavior. With every hange in the estimates,

the network give a burst of messages to stabilize the network to the new average. Fig. 6 shows

how the normalized error is e�eted by the hange of estimates and how the system following our

algorithm inrease the number of messages, so that the error dereases again and the network is

stabilized. The simulations in this part are averaged aross 1000 independent runs on onneted

ER graphs.

6 Conlusion

In this report, we gave an algorithm to terminate the messages sent in average onsensus. The

algorithm is totally deentralized and does not depend on any global variable, it only uses the

weights seleted to neighbors and one iteration history of the estimates to deide to send a

message or not. We proved that this algorithm is onverging to a onsensus at most ǫ from the

true average. The algorithm is also robust and adaptive to errors aused by a node suddenly

hanging its estimate to a di�erent one.
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